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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM. AND DEFINITION OF TERM' USED 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this study 
is to set up the self-avowed characteristics and tenets 
of the Imagist School of Poetry and, using these as a 
reference for comparison, to show that Emily Dickinson's 
spirit was in sympathy with the fundamental purpose 
behind Imagism; that her convictions manifest in her 
letters and poetry as well as in her way of life , were 
comparable to the revolt in that school of poetry; and 
that her poetry met the standards that were stated in 
the preface to Some Imagist Poets, published thirty 
years after her death . 
Importance of ~ study. The importance of the 
subject may be assigned in part to the historical 
significance of the period of Emily Dickinson's poetry. 
In the period after the Civil War, some half-hearted 
versifiers were retreading the poetry of their fore-
fathers with an already outworn diction, while . Emily 
Dickinson unknown to the world, was initiating a 
substantial hardy individualism t hat would characterize 
the coming era in American Verse. She stood on the 
thresh old of a new epoch and breathed an aureate spirit 
2 
of freshness into American poetry, while the conven-
tional imi t ative poets, he avily burdened with trite 
phrase and hackneyed expression were receding farther 
and farther into the background. 
There is some import, too, in the fact that 
several critics without using representative examples 
to back their suggestions h ave implied t h at Miss Dick-
inson is a forerunner of Imagism. There is a need for 
pinning down such statements as these. 
Alfred Leete Hampson quoted Martha Dickinson 
Bianchi as say ing in the Centenary Edition of the 
Poems of Emily Dickinson" ••• as long ago as 1860 
Emily was outdating the imag ists and writing free verse 
of her own invention. 111 
Harriet Monroe aptly summarized the aims of the 
Imag ists and added, 
:The old lavish diffuseness, th~ sentimental 
softness, the rhetorical eloquence, the 'poetic' 
diction, theme and ornament, so common a half 
century ago, are not the modern wear. I don't 
mean that the Imagists have been the only in-
fluence in this direction~ The Irish group, 
headed by Yeats and Synge, were earlier in the 
1 Martha Dickinson Bianch i and Alfred Leete · 
Hampson, Poems of Emily Dickinson (Boston: Little, 
Brown and Company 19~L) p.XI 
3 
field with simila r ideas, ••• and the poetry of 
Emily Dick inson and Edwin Arling ton Robinson had 
stripped t he art bare of eloquence and furbelows. ;: 2 
Louis Untermeyer called Emily Dickinson "that 
3 
early Imag ist" and explained, "The sharp quality of 
her work , wi t h its cool precis i on and clear imagery, 
make s her ak in, at l e ast in te chnique , to the lat er 
~magists."4 In a review of Further Poems, he proclaimed 
her influence. "Quaintly, wi t ):10ut propaganda, s h e 
fash ioned he r i magist etching s fifty ye ars before 
I mag ism be came a slogan. 115 
Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant set Miss Dick inson 
in a ve ry favorable pos i tion. 
Por starknes s of vision, 1 quintessentialness 1 
of expression, boldne ss and solidity of thought, 
and freedom of form, a New Eng land spinste r who 
flourished between 1830 and 1886 in an elm-sh aded 
college t own above the Connecticut galley might 
g ive t he imRgists 'pointers' ••• · 
2 
.Harriet Monroe, Poets and their Art (New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1926) p. 2gg-
3 Louis Untermeyer, M:odern American Poetr~ (London : 
Jonathan Cape Eleven .Gower Street, 1921) p. X~ 
4 Ibid. p.3 
5 Louis Unternieyer, "Colossal Substance, 11 Saturday 
· Review of Literature, 5 :77 0 Mar·ch 16, 1929 
6 Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant, "An Early Imagist" 
New Republic, 4:52 August 14, 1915 
4 
The Van Dorens linke d Emily Dickinson with the 
Imag ists .hinting that her work was a model for t h e later 
school. 
' I t might almost be maintained that they ~he Imagist~ were deliberately turning ·from Whitman 
to Emily Dickinson; and while they were not quite 
doing that, they were at least basing their prin-
ciples upon her kind of practice . ~· 7 
Norman Foerster announced that "· •• Emily 
Dickinson had written imag ist verse in the middle of the 
century • . . , 
Katherine Br§gy also conceived in some of her 
poetry "a distinct anticipation of what is now called 
9 imagism. 11 
·'Nor could romanticism have g iven her that 
marvelous clipped style and that freshness of 
imagery which have made her the inspiration of 
many modern po~ts especially of the imag ists; 
in fact, she riJ.~~tJt almost have been one of that 
group herself. · 
7
carl Van Doren and Mark Van Doren, American gng 
Bri tisjl Li terat_u r& .s_i_~ 18..aQ. (New York and London; Cen-
tury Company, 1925) p. 36 
8 Norman Foerster, American Poetry and Prose 
(Cambridge: Riverside Press--Revised and Enlarged 
Edition, 19 34) p. 984. 
9 Katherine Br~ gy, "Emily Dickinson: A New 
England Anchoress," Catholic World. 120:351 
1ftewey Belle Inglis, John Gehlmann, Mary Rives 
Bowman, Norman F'oerster, Adventures in American 
Literature (New York, Chicago: Harcourt, Brace and 
Company, Standar d Third Ed ition, 1942) p. 585 
These several critics, with their opinions 
expressed individually, converged in judgment and 
pointed toward the one view of kinship between the 
5 
work of Emily Dick inson and that of the Imagists. I n 
these remarks was intimation only. ~. The judgment may 
have been sound but it was presented without a ground-
work. The basis of reasoning and proof that led to the 
decision was omitted. Now, with an announcement of the 
creed of the Imag ists to be used as a reference for 
comparison, some related fac t s, having direct bearing 
upon the subject at h end, may be drawn from the letters 
and poetry of Emily Dickinson, and these facts may be 
molded to form a philosophy comparable to the purpose 
behind the School of Imagism. Out of actual quotations 
from the available first-hand material of this New 
Eng land poet will emerge her artistic viewpoint and 
practice, a true picture of a whole personality. Then 
there will be tangible evidence for -comparison, judgment 
and pronouncement. 
II THE TERM 
Clarific~tion of term. The Imagists did not 
establish new rule s for young poets to follow, but 
they merely discovered that they were in sympathy with 
certain essentials of good writing. Recognizing this, 
6 
they banded together not to lose their separate identi-
ties in a movement but to strengthen their common ties 
and at the same time to carry on, striving toward ideals, 
each in his own style, being true to himself, rather . 
than obsequious to any past writing. The Imagists had 
no purpose of astounding the world with revolutionary 
announcements nor steadfast dogma, but weary of poetry 
in its heavy trapping s, they searched out a few funda-
mentals that had been shelved, lost sight of, and left 
to collect cobwebs. They brushed off these old princi-
ples, restored them to the light of day, and presented 
them, for a public airing in the preface to an anthology11 
gathered from their own poetic efforts. 
Here are t h e few tenets that the contributors 
to Some Imagist Poets a greed upon and set down in print: 
1. To use the language of common speech, but to 
employ always the exact word, not the nearly-
exact. 
2. To create new rhythms--as the expressions 
of new moods--and not to copy old rhythms wh ich 
merely ech o old moods. We do not insist upon 
"free-verse" as the only me thod of writing poetry. 
We fight for it as for a principle of liberty. We 
believe t h at the individuality of a poet may often 
be better expressed in free-verse than in conven-
tional forms. In poetry a new cadence means a new 
idea. 
11 
Some Imag ist Poets 
7 
3. To allow absolute freedom in the choice of 
subjects. It is not g ood art to write badly of 
aeroplanes and automobiles, nor is it necessarily 
bad art to write well about the past. We believe 
passionately in the artistic values of modern life, 
but we wish to point out that there is nothing so 
uninspiring nor so old-fash ioned as an a e roplane 
of the year 1911. 
4. To present an image (hence the name: "Imag ists"~ 
We are not a school of painters, but we believe that 
poetry s h ould render particulars exactly and not 
deal in vague general i ties, h owever magnificent · 
and sonorous. It is for this reason that we oppose 
the cosmic poet, who seems to us to shirk the real 
difficulty of his art. 
5. To produce poetry that is hard and clear, 
ne ver blurred nor indefinite. 
6. Finally, most of us believe that concentration 
is of the very essence of poetry. 
These were the statements of some young po~ts who 
were tiring of the claptrap and infl a tion characterizing 
poetry. They were in favor of discarding the wordy 
embellishments and adornments that impeded clarity, and 
of substituting the e.xact word. They shook off the old 
shackles of rhetorical bombast, threw out the verbal 
stuffing and padding. With a statement of their 
emanc i pation from the bonds of a p a st tradition, they 
set about to record the beau ties of a modern world and 
to g ive their own artistic interpretation of reality and 
truth. They brok e away f r om a mere pretense of respect-
ability that ran a lazy, jog -trot course of a routine-
past. This heartfelt opposition that led to a statement 
of imag istic beliefs was the reflection of a broader, 
8 
more g eneral rebellion in spirit outside of t h e literary 
world. The voi c e of sincerity was cryin g out against a 
life of s h am, an outward s h ow, a p reten tiou sness in 
society and relig ion. It was denounc i n g t h e simulation 
of the g lory of a past era t h at was fading steadily into 
the back ground. 
CHAPTER II 
REVOL'I' IN LETTERS OF EMILY DICKINSON 
As with the Imagists, so with Emily Dickinson 
there was a prevailing note of dissent. It sounded 
through her life, letters, and poetry. There was revolt 
in her whole nature against unfeeling religious cant 
and a superficial society. 
Emily opene d her heart and spoke candidly to her 
brother's wife, "Sister Sue". Something of her kind of 
relig ion was confided in a letter written on Sunday 
morning in 1848 when a storm detained her from church: 
on 
: o~rp_e bells are ring ing, Susie, North, East and 
South and your own village bell and the people who 
love God are expecting to go to meeting ; don't you 
g o Susie, not to their meeting, but come with me 
this morning to the church within our hearts, 
where the bells are always ririgirig Rnd the preacher 
whose name is Love shall intercede for us. They 
will all go but me--to the usual meeting house, to 
hear the usual sermon ••• ·12 
A capricious defiance was penned to Sue, "Sermons 
unbelief ever did attract me. 1113 
12 
Martha Dickinson Bianchi, Emily Dickinson Face 
to Face (Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
the Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1932) p. 178 
13 
Martha Dickinson Bianchi, The Life and Letters 
of Emily Dickinson (London: Jonathan Cape Ltd., Eleven 
Gower Street, 1924) p. 31 
10 
She held to no stiff-bound creed laid down by her 
forefathers, as remote as the dust of the Pilgrim Fathers 
in their graves . For fun, she sent this note to her 
nephew: 
Sanctuary privileges 
For Ned, as he is unab le to attend--
The Bible is an antique volume 
Written by faded men , 
At the suggestion of Holy Spectres--
Subjects--Bethlehem--
Eden--the ancient Homestead--
Satan--the Brigadier 
Judas--the great Defaulter, 
David--the troubadour 
Sin--a distinguished Precipice 
Others must resist, 
Boys that "believe" 
Are very lonesome--
Other boys are "lost". 
Had but the tale a warbling Teller 
All the boys, would come--
Orpheus' sermon capt ivated, 
It did not condemn.l4 
Another note to Ned revealed he~ own non-regulation 
evaluation of the devil: 
The Devil, had he fidelity, 
Would be the finest friend--
Because he has ability, 
But Devils cannot mend. 
Perfidy is the virtue 
That would he but resi gn,--
The Devil, so ame nded 
Were durably divine.l~ 
14 
Ibid,--p~ 91 
15 
Ibid 
11 
One of her early admissions of non-conformity was 
in 1847 in a letter to a friend. When other girls were 
turn i n g from the world and professing Christianity, Emily 
found no interest in the subject. A little fearful of her 
own refusal to conform, she confessed that it was a 
difficult act for her to g ive up the world. While others 
were joyf ul, finding peace in t h eir newly declared 
religion, Emily was searching for depth, fulness, and 
meaning . "I am one of the lingering bad ones, and so do 
I slink away, and pause and ponder, and ponder and 
"16 pause • • • 
A few years later, after h e aring in church a for-
midable sermon on t he Judgment Day and not quite under-
stand i n g , not wholly believing , sbe sought comfort and 
solace with Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Holland. Again she acknow-
ledg ed a non-concurrence in the matter of relig ion. 
;; 'rhe minister today, not our own minister, preached 
about' death and judg ment, and what would become of · 
those meaning Austin and me, who behaved improperly--
and somehow the sermon scared me, and Fathe~ and Vinnie 
looked verv solemn as if the whole was true. He 
preached s.;J.ch an awful sermon t h ough, t h at I didn't 
much think I s h ould ever see you a g ain until the Judg-
ment Day, and . lhen you would not speak to me, according 
to his story. · 7 
16 
Mabel Loomis Todd, Letters of Emily Dickinson 
(New and Enlarg ed Edition, New York and London: Harper 
and Brothers 1931) p. 28 
17 
Ibid ~ p. 158 
12 
She confessed to Colonel T. W. Hi gg inson, "They 
~e aning the rest of her family] are relig ious, except me, 
and address an eclipse , every morning , wh om they call 
their ' ·F ather' 1118 And when he was in a camp after the 
outbreak of the Civil War, she avowed to him," • • • 
though not reared to prayer, when service is had in 
Church for our arms, I include yourself ••• 1119 
Her sympathy is with "D" who "fed greedily upon 
Harper's Ma g azine while here. Suppose he is 
restricted to Martin Luther's works at home. It is 
a criminal thing to b e a bo~ in a g odly village, but 
maybe he will be forgiven."~O 
Her small defiance was not just a pose struck 
for effect. Sh e was chafing at the accepted rule not 
to be merely smart or different but because there was 
deep in her sou l a contempt f or hypocr isy. Sister Sue 
received this little note. 
18 
Thomas Wentworth Hi gg ins on, Carlyle's Laugh 
and Other Surprises ( Boston and New York: Houghton 
Miff lin Company, The Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1909) 
p. 254 
19 
Ibid. p. 264 
20 
Todd, Q.EoCit. ) p- "J...~O 
A cotmterfeit, a plated person I would not be, 
Whatever strata of 
Iniquity my nature under-lie 
'l'ruth is g ood, health and safety is g ood--
And the sky, 
How meagre is a lie! ~ ·I · 
And vocal when we die !-<- · 
13 
Emily let others swear to their unswerving belief 
but she aqmitted doubt more than once. To Mr. Joseph A. 
Sweetser she wrote, "I cannot always see the light--
please tell me if it shines. 1122 
She admitted, "Ourselves we do int~r with sweet 
derision, tbe channel of the dust who once achieves, 
invalidates the balm of that religion, that doubts as 
fervently as it believes. 11 23 
For her, 
Faith is a fine invention 
When gentlemen can see, 
But microscopes ~re prudent 
In an emergency! 4 
21 
Bianchi; ~.cit., p. 91 
22 
Todd, ~.cit., p. 397 
23 
Ibid. p. 206 
24 
Ibid. p. 191 
14 
Then, Emily hit a note of gentle mockery in her 
honest doubt. "Do you think we s ha ll. 'See God'? Think 
25 
of Abraham strolling with Him in genial promenade l 11 
She substituted for cold cant, severity, and 
austerit y a more personal , familiar , tangible relig ion. 
She searc:hed inward and felt a contact with her Creator. 
She talked to Him. She saw His g lory every-day in the 
woods, in her g arden, in tiny beings , flowers, moods of 
the day. From these came her lessons of God. It was 
not ·the forebod ing frowns of her elders that bred 
relig ion .in .ber soul, nor any acts within the sinister 
coldness of the church. Her prayers were her own thoughts 
of praise, g lory, pleading , appreciat i on, adoration, 
humility . 
··The folks have all gone away; they thought that 
they left me alone ••• God is sitting here , looking 
into my very soul to see if I think right thoughts. 
Yet I am notafrai d because I try to be right and 
good; and He knows every one o f my struggles. :· 26 
Hers was "the prayer tl1at goes not down when they 
shut the church. "·27 
25 
Ibid. p. 183 
26 
Ibid. p. 35 
27 
Ibid. p. 202 
15 
Her God was not cold, awesome, and fearful. 
He was nearer humani ty. "To be human is more than to be 
divine, for when Christ was divine he was unc ontented 
till h e bad been human. n28 
However the church fathers pictured the hereafter, 
she had a stipulation. ''The immortality of flowers must 
enrich our own, and we certai nly should resent a re-
demption that excluded them. n29 
Her way of lif e was in the Golden Rule for it 
"is so lovely, it needs no police to enforce it. n30 
All h e av enliness cqme not from church prayers 
the preacher's sermon. "The simplest solace with a 
loved aim has a h e avenly quaiity.n3l 
nor 
Her spirit of religion tied up with the Imag ists' 
spirit of contempt for outward show. She hearkened to 
the dictates of her own consc i ence rather than to the 
fearful diatr ibes from the pulpit. Her mode of living 
28 
Ibid. p. 308 
29 
Ib id.p. 371 
30 
Ibid. P• 395 
31 
Bianchi, 2E · cit., p. 95 
16 
was not tuned to what the neighbors would say but to 
God's admonishments through her conscience. She lived 
her religion, a religion of the h eart with standards of 
truth and sincerity. She cared not a fig for the empty 
shell of ,appearance. 
Although Emily conformed in some small degree, 
11 I bid the stiff ' good-night' an d t b e square ' good-
morning ', to the lingering guest"32 she cared not for 
society's manner s . Earl,Y in her life she rebelled a g ainst 
the blunders of an unfeeling world , she was thoroughly. 
digusted with its shallow sentiments, and she was un-
willing to bare her thoughts and moods e x ce pt to a few 
close friends. She could not confide in a public that 
had an utter disregard for the individual soul. She 
told her twenty-e i ght year old uncle the story she had 
read of someone who was hanged by the people for murder. 
"Only another victim to the misunderstanding of society 
••• It certainly is as much as one's neck is worth to 
live in so stupid a world. • • n33 
32 
TodQ,££• cit., p. 233 
33 
Ibid. p. 57 
17 
A visit to Boston brought only further contempt 
for the worthlessness of i t s milling crowds and the 
uselessness of its tight little literary c ircles. Vfuen 
she came away from the tiring , uncar ing throngs and 
settled herself into the famili ar comfort of he r o ~n 
h ome , she and her sister Vinnie admitted they were 
,. • • • rich in disdain for Bostonians and Boston and a 
coffer full ' of scorn , pity, commiseration , a miser 
hardly had .. " 34 
The superficiality of society held no interest 
for her . After she had spent three weeks in Washington 
and two in Philadelphia, she wrote to the Hollands , "I 
will not tell you what I saw--the elegance, the 
grandeur; you wil l not care to know the value of the 
diamonds my Lord and Lady wore~ ••• n35 
Colonel Higginson was one acqua intance by mail 
to whom she sent some poetry for evaluation and approval 
and to whom she turned for adv i ce. 'I'o him she spoke 
34 
Ibid. P. 89 
35 
Ibid. P. 160 
18 
11 0f 'shunning men and women,'- - they t a lk of hallowed 
things , aloud, and embarrass my dog.n36 
Emily did not care for social gatb~rings of peop l e. 
When people got together and talked , they took "all the 
clothes off their sou~s. 1137 So as early as her twe nty-
third year she was speaking of withdrawing from a world 
of people that had nothing much of lasting value to offer 
he r . 11 ••• I don't go f r om home , unle ss emergency leads 
me by the hand, and then I do it obstinately, and draw 
back if I can ." Then, she offered an outlandish picture 
of h e rse lf for her friend, 
I ' m so old-fashioned , darling, that all .your friends 
would stare. I should have to bring my work -bag and 
my big s~ectacl~s, and I half forgot m? 3grandchildren, and my pln-cushl on, and puss--. • • • · 
When in Boston having her eyes treated, she even 
avoided the boarder s at the house of her cousins wi th 
whom she was staying. She wrote home to Vinnie," , ••• I 
do little but~ly , yet always finr1 a nest. 1139 
I 
36 
Hi gginson, OP.Cit., p. 277 
37 
Todd, ~· cit.J p. 130 
38 
Ibid. P• 55 
39 
Ibid. p. 151 
19 
Emily's description of a house f l y might almo s t 
have b een a description of her own happy, shy self, 
singing songs of her own invention, according to her 
own rule. 
I enj oy mu cl with a pre cious fly, not one of 
your b l ue monsters , but a timid creature, tha t hops 
from pane to pane of her white house, so very 
cheerfully and hums and drums, a sort of speck 
piano. 40 
Her life of s e clusion was chosen that she mi ght 
live in what she considered a worth-while manner, true 
to herself, seeking out her own individuality , unin-
fluenced by the distractions of a bustling world, 
untouched by the strain of crowds. Her world was described 
in a letter to her brother and the explanation of its 
value was given in the parable of a tall lad. 
40 
41 
There was once a tall youth whose home was in the 
country, away from the bustle and n oise of men and 
the sounds of busy industry, of commerce and of 
merchandize. Here in this quiet home among the 
hills, was this same tall youth made to feel that 
this habitual quiet was given him in which to 
cultivate his mind and his heart. For here there 
were no distracting cares, no hurrftng to and fro, 
that all life should be one of turmoil and worr~ 
n o groaning under .the burden of care such as 4~ose 
who live in crowded st r eets exper i ence da i l y . 
Ibid. P. 217 
Ibid. P• "US 
20 
Her companions we r e the 11Hills. 
• • and the 
sundown , and a dog. • • They are better than beings 
because t hey know , but do not tell. e • "42 
The creatures in the woods were genuine friends : 
When much i n the woods , as a little girl, I was 
told that the snake would bite me , that I might 
nick a poisonous flower, or goblins k idnap me; 
but I went along and met no one but angels, who 
were far shyer of me than I could be of the m, 
so I haven't that confi dence in fraud which many 
exercise.43 
With apology, she said, 11Pardon my sanity ••• 
in a world ins ane ••• H 
So, t hese extracts from Emily's letters show 
that her spirit, unlike that of her staid fathers , but 
akin to that of the revolt of t he I magis ts of a l ater 
period} bolted at the unquestioning acceptance of 
religious teaching and admitted a doubting tendency. 
In a spirit of revolt, again, her nature drew away from 
thin conventions and turned its back on a shallow 
society. Alone, she receded as far as she could from 
the public, asking not for fame nor the approbation of 
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the sedate members of literary circles whose undeviating 
regularity was as despicab l e to he r as it was to the 
Imagists. Uncensored by the strict rule of her 
father's rigid disciplin~ her letters to intimate 
friends and her poems reveal that her pattern of life 
followed sturdy standards of her own 
CBAPT'ER I II 
REVOL'l' IN POETRY OF EI1~ I LY DICKINSON 
In her poetry, a s well as in her letters, Emily 
rebuked the stuffiness of tradition fo r tradition's 
sake. She withdrew to the privacy of her room, her 
gar en, the woods and gave poetical · life and liberty t o 
her own thoughts unhampered by any boundaries of con-
vention in form or idea. She laughed in the stern face 
of religion , neither accepted nor wholly denied , but 
gave vent to her doubts e.nd misgivings in all hone sty. 
Contrary to the practice of her day , she placed the usual 
hallowe d things on a le vel of familiarity and consecrated 
the too-often over l ooked wonders of nature. The every-
day and the e v~rlasting were placed in juxtaposition. 
The divine and t he lowl y wa l ked side by side in the l ines 
of her verse. In a d'ring fashion, she introduced the 
solemn to the gnomic and insisted tha t they become 
friend l y neighbors. vV i th a gentle push from Emily , 
rigid convention and terse tradition were forced to 
limber up and do a double s omersault. She kicked t he 
goose -step out of stilted style and led her lines into 
a more natural pace. She did not proc laim a loud-
mouthed rebellion, but in her unique way, balked at 
whatever rubbed her nature the wrong way. She tossed tiny 
stones of derision at the face of appearance . 
23 
In the matter of religious beliefs, she and the 
creeds were not in accord. She did 
••• sigh for lack of heaven4-but not The heaven the creeds bestow. 4 
No terror-filled creed held her to her daily 
'r 
prayer, but rather she declared herself in naive honesty. 
For when some small happiness was denied her, she said: 
And I omit to pray, 
11Fe.ther , thy will be done 11 to-day, 
For my will goe s the4gther way, And it were perjury! 
At times, God was an uncaring God, ignoring 
His people as if they were impetuous children: 
Of course I prayed--
And did God care? 
He cared as much 
As on the air--
A bird had stamped her.foot 
And cried "Give mel" 46 
God was not ever-watchful nor always tending the 
lambs in the fold but sometimes slipped up. Nevertheless, 
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there was always one shelter , "the thoughtf·ul grave 11 
for His children, "Sparrows unnoticed by the Father.tt47 
The Bible was "an old-fashioned Book 1148 and 
she did not like Paradise , pr e ached from the pulpit 
as the ideal k ingdom of after-life , 
Because it's Sunday all the time 
And recess never comes, 
And Eden 1ll be so l onesome 
Bright Wednesday afternoons~ 
If "God todk a nap" and i f Emilj quite dared1 
Myself. would run a vay 
From Him and Hol y Ghost and All--
But--there's the Judgme nt Day!49 
Whatever church sermons there were to the contrary, 
she gave her fraru{ admittance about a general feeling 
toward God: 
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The Maker's cordial visage, 
However good to see, 
Is shunned , we musg 0admit it, Like an adversity . 
P• 179 
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There was the questioning Emily whose faith 
wavered and this hesi te.tion in be l ief she was unafraid 
to admit. She expressed any distrust she had concerning 
the inviol able tract . At t ime s , she was firm in her 
uncertainty. At other t i me s her expression of doubt 
became meek , timid , playful , accord ing to h~ r mood . 
This timi d life of evi dence 
Keeps pleading, 11 I don't know . n51 
Wi th a ste~dier hand she wrote: 
The glimmering frontier 
That skirts the a cres of pe r haps 
To me shows insecur e .52 
She imagined Heaven laughing at her for placing a high 
value on the promises of the Bible: 
That one so honest be extant 
As take the tale for true 
That "Whatsoever you shall ask , 
Itself be given you." 
And accordingly, her skepticisim grew: 
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But I, grown shrewder , scan t he sk i e s 
With a suspicious air--
As children , swindled fgS the first , 
All swindlers be infer. 
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It was with an almost hopeless desperation 
that she cried: 
At least to pray is left, is left. 
0 Jesus! in the air 
I know not which thy chamber is, ---
I'm knocking ever~vhere. 
Thou .s t irrest earthquake in the South, 
And maelstrom in the sea, 
Say , J esus Chri st of Nazareth, 
Hast t h ou no arm for me? 5~ 
There were turbulent wrestlings within her soul , shifting 
feelings concerning God and Religi ous belief and she 
had different poems for the different whims that seized 
her. Occasionally, God was hard to get in touch wi th, 
but more often her relation to her Creator was on more 
intimate terms. She endowed Him wi th human mood s and 
set Him in various characterizations all the way from 
a friendly , eart hly Being to a "God of F'lint. 1155 
He was to her 11 the nearest neigh bor 11 56and- another time 
she said; 
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How hospitable , then, the 5face Of our old neighbor, God! q. 
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Again , He was 11 the sexton 11 5S who keeps the key to the 
shelf behind which is our life. It was common to 
pray to our Father in heaven, but Emily went a step 
ne arer and called upon "Papa above."59 But not always 
the wise Head of the family, He took on a younger spirit 
through Emily's imagination. 
Wbile God's adroiter will 
On Moses seemed to fasten 
In tantalizing play--
As Boy should deal with lesser Boy 
To show supremacy.60 
In some more impersonal na tures , he was 11A 
f'rontier 1161 "A physician, 11 "an exchequer, 11 62 
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"burglar, b anke r , n63 "curious friend, " 64 11 the ·thrifty 
Deity,"65 11 a docile Gentleman.n66 Emily took complete 
fr e edom in her choice of appellatives for the Almighty. 
She paid reverend tribute to the "Artist, 1167 One who 
created both landscap e s and human being s. She was a 
willing l i stener to Him, a s 11 a noted clergyman"68 wbose 
s ermons were delivered i n t h e orchard under blue skies 
and such discourses were delightful and never boring. 
The poet could no t say that about the sermons of human 
pre a ch e rs . God was b oth ge nt l e , for Chris t was the 
"tender Pionee r 1169 and hard when he was proc laimed 
li Adamantw tt70 
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The prevalent conception of heaven, populated 
with benign and stately figures was to Emily a little 
stiff, so she touched up tee picture of the future 
residence by painting unorthodox dimples on the faces 
of grave saints. 71 There was a formidable chill 
emanating from J udgment . Emily changed that and gave 
it some warmth and sparkle with "Judgment twinkled."72 
She stretched Je sus' height until 
••• on divinest tip-toe standin' 
~li i ght He out-spy the hiding soul. 3 
Emily had a complaint to make: 
Victory comes late , 
And is held low to fre ez ing lips 
Too rapt with frost 
To take it.74 
Then to take the edge off , she adde d , 
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Was God so e conomical? 
His table's spread too high for us 
Unless we dine on tip-toe.75 
p. 21 
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F or the awe-inspiring, fear-provok ing words from t h e 
pulpit, she substituted a less terrifying te:x-t: 
God's residence is nex~6to mine, His furniture is love. 
She wanted to get accustomed, beforehand to the idea 
of ent rance into heaven and expressed her faith and 
.. 
desire, quaintly, na ively: 
I hope the father i n t he sk ies 
Will lift his little girl,----
Old-fashioned, naughty, everything,--
Over the stile of pe a rlJ 77 
She had no use for the bombastic preachings from the 
pulpit: 
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He preached upon "breadth" till it argued him 
narrow,--
The broad are too broad to define; 
And of "truth" until it -proclaimed him a liar,--
And truth never flaunted a sign. 
Simplicity fled from his counterfeit pre s ence 
As gold the pyrites would shun. 
Wnat confusion would cover8the innocent J esus To meet so enabled a man!'1 
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So, Emily was at times adoring , but not always , 
for she could as readily censure and accuse her divi ne 
Ms.ker of being reckless in creating and rubbing out 
human life. She blamed Him for using His power 
heedlessly, with a careless abandon; 
It's easy to invent a life, 
God does it every day-= 
Creation but a ga~~ol 
Of His author itye 
Nor. was she continually in touch with this "curious Friend:" 
God grows above so those who pray 
Horizons must ascend • e ~ ~ 
Her search for him was in vain: 
His house was not; no sign had He 
By chimney nor by door,= · 85 Could I infer , His residence? ~ 8 8 
Yet she was reverend: 
But awed beyond . my errand86 I worshiped--did n o\ pray! 
Little did the dwellers of Amherst realize, that, 
as she tended the flowers in her garden, a revolution 
was being enacted with Emily as the sole instigator 
and army of one~ Had the villagers known the thoughts 
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In addition to associating with the folk of Nature, Emily 
found noble company by courting intimacy with the 
"man within." Self she substituted for society: 
Never for society 
One shall seek in vain 
\'Vho his own acquaint2.nce 
Cultivate.l03 
The poem of tbe little stone was an explanation of her-
self as a recluse , re j ecting a career, finding fulfill-
ment within herself: 
How happy is the little stone 
That rambles in the road alone, 
Ahd doesn't care about careers, 
And exigencies never fears; 
Whose coat of elemental brown 
A passing universe put on, 
And independent as the sun, 
Associates or glows alone, 
Fulfilling absolute desree 
In casual simplicity.l 4 
As a justification of her self-chosen solitude, she offered 
this vindication: 
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The soul that bas a Guest , 
Doth seldom go abroad , 
Diviner Crowd at home 
Obliterate the need , 
And courtesy forbid 
A Host's departure, when 
- Upon Himself be vis iting 
The Emperor of Menzl05 
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' ' J Note the absolute naivete in this questioning poem: 
Wil l there really be a morning? 
Is there such a thing as day? 
Could I see i t from the mountains 
If I were as tal l as they? 
Has it feet like water-lilies? 
Has it feathers like a bird? 
Is it brougbt from famous countries 
Of which I have never heard? 
Oh, some scholar! Oh, some sailor! 
Oh, some wis e man from the skie s! 
Please to tell a little pilgrim 
Where the place called morning lies!ll6 
And aga.in: 
Not knowing when the dawn will come 
I open every door; 
Or bas it feathers like a bird , 
Or billows like a shore?ll7 
Science had high-sounding names for familiar objects in 
Nature's book ano had substituted these scientific 
labels for the common names .. Emily stated her preference: 
116 
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Arcturus is his other name,--
I'd ra~her call him star! 
It's so unkind of srfsnce 
To go and interfere! 
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With childlike fancy, she entwined t he suggestion of 
a fairy - ·orld into an expressed desir·e and with the 
imagination of the young , she wove i t through the 
rea l m of Nature's hidden people: 
A l ittle road not made of man, 
Enabled of the eye , 
Accessible to thi ll of bee, 
Or cart of butterfl-y\ , 
If town it have , beyond itself, 
'Tis t h at I cannot say; 
I onl y sigh,--no vehicle110 Bears me a l ong that way.. ..... 
She offered no rambling effusion over t he coming of 
autumn , but its arrival was heral~d in a fanfare of 
/\ 
two stanzas: 
11 9 
120 
The morns are meeker than t~ey were , 
The nuts are getting brown; 
The berry's cheek is plumper , 
The rose is out of town. 
The maple wears a gayer scarf, 
The f ield a scarlet gown. 
Lest l should be o l d-fashioned, 
I'll put a trinket on.120 
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As a child she greeted March: 
Dear March, come in! 
How glad I am! 
I looked for you before. 
Put down your hat--
You must have wa l ked--
How out of breath you arel 
Dear fuarch, how are you? 
And the rest? 
Did you leave ~ature well? 
Oh, Marcb, come right u~stairs with me , 
I have so much to tell! 21 
She spoke to God as to her next-door neighbor: 
Father , I bring thee not myself , --
That were the li ttle load; 
I bring thee the imperial heart 
I had not st r ength to hold. 
The heart 1 cherished in my own 
Till mine too heavy grew , 
Yet strangest , heavier since i t went , 
Is it too large for you?l22 
In anticipation of missing the earth after death, 
she said simply: 
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I lost a world the other day. 
Has anybody found? 
You'll know it by the row of stars 
Around its .forehead bound. · 
Ibid. P• 111 
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With infinite affection 
And infiniter care , 
Her golden finger on he r lip, 
Wills silence everywhere.l38 
53 
The orchard, a room in Nature's dwelling , was the 
rrparlor of the Day .. rr l 39 After feeling awe at the 
experience of an eclipse that :i~ ature had whipped up, 
creatures came out of their hiding places and saw that: 
Nature was in her ber~-1 apron, 
Mi xing fresher air.l40 
Pervading a whol e sunset scene was the figure of a 
housewife : 
She sweeps with many-colored brooms, 
And leaves the shre ds beh1nd; 
Oh, housewife in the even-ing west , 
Come back, and d •1st the pond! 
You dropped a purple ravelling in , 
You dropped an amber thread; 
And now you've littered a l l the East 
With duds of emerald! 
And still she plies her spotted brooms , 
And still the aprons fly , 
Till br6oms fade softil into stars--
And then 1 come away. 1 
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Again , she examined the homely st ock of words and ch ose 
from t h e m to e xhibit loneliness in the absence of a 
loved one: 
I f you were coming in t h e fall, 
I 1d brush the summer by 
Wi t h half a smi le and half a spurn, 
As housewives do a fly~ 
If I could see you in a ye ar, 
I 1 d wind the months in balls, 
And put ~hem each in separa te drawers, 
Until their time befalls.l42 
So Emily spoke an ungarnished language, a 
languag e devoid of gawdy fixtures and abounding 
in simplicitye The easy phrase, the n a tural clause, 
flowed in nor ma l sequence f r om her pen. Her words were 
c ommon but not colorless. And here may be undert aken 
the compar{son of ber work with the aim in the s econd 
part of Tenet l in the cre ed of the Imagists: the use 
of the e x act word to suit the occasion. It implied 
gifted judgment of selection, of seeking out the apt 
phr ase, of hitting upon the verb of action , of routing 
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out the fitting noun , of striking the unusual ad jective 8 
Emily had a special talent , a faculty for precision. 
In this sphere, her exerc i se of particularity in the 
choice of a word fired her work with the spark of life. 
In one flash, she could penetrate to the core of an 
idea with a meaningful phrase. Her words dazzled and 
gave a brilliant sparkle 9.8 the sun on new-fallen 
snowe Scintillating , vibrant , they rocketed to stratos-
pheric heights and power-dived back again. In: sporting 
moods, they rambled, tumbled, rolled--cavort1ng verbs 
and fr olicsome nouns. They dared the inadequacies of 
traditional modes, they challenged the niceties of 
Victorian pattern, and they flaunted their audacity in 
the face of both. In soaring moods, t~ey floated or 
were wafted in melodious chorus. There were warm , 
cozy words; words of plush and velvet. Whether 
stinging or sweet , downy or prickly , they were presented 
in magical procession shouting their meaning or 
whispering their s ignificance. 
After visiting Emily Dickinson , Colonel Higginson, 
in a letter to his W ~1 fe conve-yed a personal remark of 
Emily ' s revea l ing her strict adherence to the meaning 
behind words, her exactitude in choi ce. He said , liWhen 
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I said I would come again sometime she said, 1S 5y in 
a long time, that will be nearer . 14 Sometime is nothing. 111 
It is apparent from this at t entive obse rvation of 
Emily's that the careless usage of a word regardless of 
its meaning annoyed her fine sense of discretion. 
Since every word bore a certain we i ght, it should not 
be spoken re ck lessly , but shoul d be used in respect to 
meaning only. Words were precious with delicate shades 
of import , and possessing such, t hey should be used 
fit tingly. The power in a word did not warrant a heed-
less treatment. 
In paying her respects to a book, she acknowledged 
its transporting effect, the forceful influence behind 
its words, the vigor and migh t in their message : 
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He ate and drank the precious words , 
His spirit grew robust; 
He knew no more that he was poor , 
Nor that his frame was dust , 
He danced along the dingy days , 
And this bequest of wings 
Was but a book. What libl~~y 
A loosened spirit brings! 
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Her thoughts could be c l othed and it was a point of 
artistic pride with Emily to find the words for them 
and appropriately to attire them in a l anguage 
qualified to fit: 
I found a phrase to every thought 
l ever had, but one;l45 
One's own thoughts were like rare inventions and writing 
them was the sending out into the wor ld a creation of a 
part of one's own personality, giv ing it l ife: 
A word is dead 
When it is said, 
Some say. 
I say it just 
Begins to live 
That day.l46 
The nob le word played a role of such great importance 
that she rendered another tribute to it, paying honor 
and due esteem: 
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Could any mortal lip divine 
Tbe undeveloped f r 6ight 
Of a de l ivered syllable , 
1Twould crumble with the we ight.l47 
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Some words had great potentiality and through the 
strength in their far-reaching communic at ion that had 
gained an audience, they had won a l ong life of never-
lessening value : 
A little overflowing word 
That any he ~ring had inferre d 
For ardor or for tears 
Though ge nerations pass away, 
Traditions ripen and decay, 
As eloquent appears.l48 · 
These foregoing charac teristic quotations of 
Emily's impart her mental view of attaching great 
significance t o the word. She lauded its singular 
worth, it s widespread influence, its enfolded, unevolved 
possibilities . She thrilled to th~ adventur e and dis-
covery in words Of necessity , it followe d that Emily, 
being true to herself, took extreme care in the treatment 
of words. ln practice as well as in theory, with 
accuracy and incisiveness, she paid all due respect to 
their individua l and aggregate properties~ 
In choosing her ad j ectives , Emi ly used not the 
usual, habitual one to describe, but she invoked 
what woul d qualify. She summoned specific words that 
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limited distinctly and practi cing her magic, she conjured 
up symbolical embodiments for ideas , presenting graphic 
r eflections. She commanded imposing words to limit 
and define and they echoed an enchantment , confirmi ng 
a distinctive grade of individuality. 
Her work abounded in epithets. One aimed 
cautiously at a 11britt le heaven 11 , 149 A gentlewoman was 
addressed as "brittle lady. " l50 When Emily gave her 
version of Thanksgiving day, she admitted it was 
according to her "hooded thinking. " l5l She knew the 
---
flowers as separate entities and she dubbed one 11 chubby 
daffodil. 11 152 The bumble-bees belonged to the se t of 
nvelvet people. "153 The poet sang of autumn days when 
1/ 
frost was in the air , ,s a few incisive mornings, 
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a few aescetic eves .. 11 154 Emily listened and heard " that 
phraseless melody " of the wind and " that fleshless chant 11 .. 1 
In comparison to a loved one, Paradise could offer only 
"sordid excellence 11 .. 156 The word "forgot, " when said of 
a soul, hurled its "barbed syllables " .. l57 She wished 
that someone would feed the robin when she were not alive 
and she woul d be trying to give thanks with her 
"granite lip .. 11 158 The grave in the grassy lot held its 
11 e merald seam."l59 The "thou ghtful grave 11160 enclosed 
some people too delicate for the bitterness of winter. 
Death, within, g ave a house a "numb look 11 .161 Death, 
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itself, was " that postponeless Creature 11 .162In Emily's 
words, the worm was " p i nk , l ank , and -~' . \, ·163 The 
flower was tbe " scarlet freight 11 164 that the pod bore~ 
Her ve rbs shot forth into action and sugges ted the 
e xact motion that Emi l y i ntended for t h e mood. They 
stirred , drove, and i mpel led or they could soothe or 
cut as. she desired. She was the coJ:"Jmander and they 
complied to her wilL . The robin with his song 11 i nterrupts 
the morn " and noverflows the noon ". 1 65 In autumn Emily 
asked , rrwho robbed the woods? " l66 "Frequently the woods 
undress 11 ;167 'the leaves unhooked themselves from trees 11 ;168 
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"An awful tempest mash:ed the air"; 169 11 tbe brooks brag 
all the day"; 70 "the frost behea.ds"171 the flower; 
" a. narrow wind complains a ll day 11 ;1'7 2 March found "blue-
birds buccan~eringni 173 Emily wou ld like to "burst the 
If · I) \\ -~ 7 4 fleshly gate, 11 f ile this mortal off, · "wade i n liberty; ' 
she had seen a snake 11 bis'"ect the brake1~ 175 
Emily termed the abode of mermaids the 11 b a.sement 
of the sea" and identified the realm of frigates as the 
"upper floor~ 176 She humanized creatures and 
characterized them. Meeting the snake, "the narrow fellow 
169 
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~ " in the grass , gave Emi l y a tighter breathing and zero 
at the bone''. · 177 She announced the rat as 11 the concisest 
tenant'~ · 1'78 She designated the b e e as "debau chee of 
dews 11 .179 On a summer 's d ay, she heard "the long sigh o f 
the F'rog ",l80 She pers ona l ized inanimate things and ideas, 
delineating with swi ft strokes. The wind h ad fingers that 
swept the sky as if it were a vast instrument and quivered 
down with " tufts of tune1~ 181 Prost was called 11 the 
blond assass in\~ 182 ':Vhe conscience took the role of 
11 c :1ildhood 1 s nurse\~ · 183 Our span of life was 11 this brief 
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tra9e dy of flesh 11 184 or "time 1 s brief masquerade 11 ~85 
Death , at one time was "that old imperator 11 , 186 at 
another , " the porter of my father's lodge 11 ~187 Someone 
being buried was the 11 p assenger of Infinity 11 ; 188 the 
hearse , 11 the coach"; the pall bearers, "footmen " ; the 
funeral, 11 chamber and st a te and throng 11 .189 11 The gr a v e 
my little cottage is "190 or again , it was 11 t his 
d emo crat"19 1 or " an i sland in dishonored grass 8nl92 
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Emil-y declared the majestic 11 overtakelessness of those 
who have accomp ished Death: · 193 Eternity was "that 
odd fork in Being 1 s road\! -194 "forever was composed of 
Nows1~ 05 and Christ woul1 give expl anations and iron 
1/ 
out life's oerplexit ies in heaven , the f a ir schoolroom 
of the sky~ 196 S6 Emily , in accordance with the 
s tatement of i ntent i on i n the first tenet of Imagi sm, 
practiced simpl i city and the usa of the exact word to 
the enr·ichment of her work . 
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CHAPTER V 
NEW RHYTHMS AND FREEDOM OF SUBJECT 
The second maxim of the Ima.gistsprovided for 
freedom in metre if the poet inclined to so express 
himself: 
Tenet 2. To create new rhythms~-as th~ expressions 
of new moods--and not to copy old rhythms which merely 
echoed old moods. We do not insist upon "free-
verse" as the only meth od of writ ing poetry. We 
fight for it as for a principle of liberty. We 
believe that th~ individuality of a poet may often 
be better expressed in free-verse than in conventional 
forms. In poetry a new cadence means a new idea. 
For the most part, Emily 1 s poems ·ere in 
octosyllabic quatrain, the familiar hymn-metre, some 
hav i ng rhyme , some having assonance and others having 
neithe r.. She experimented with "suspended rhyme" or 
"slant," identical rhyme, imperfect rhyme, exact rhyme, 
vowel rhyme , concentrat ing on the idea and the words 
that would effec tively render the meaning in simple, 
brief terms or t urning a phrase neatly with a sharp 
gle am of wit, giving a vivacity to hBr style . When 
t he re gularity of her metre varied, she hit upon a 
natural cadence to give melody to her expression. Except 
i n a small.number of poems, she was orthodox i n her use 
of m~tre and she was an expert in fusing metre with a 
ceitain f reedom of cadence in her speech. But , in spite 
I 
I 
of her freedom, only one poem of those she wrote was 
set in that form , non-metrical and non-rhyming , that was 
later known as free verse: 
Victory comes late, 
And is held low to freezing lips 
Too rapt with frost 
To take it. 
How sweet it would have tasted, 
Just a drop! 
Was God so economical? 
His table's spread too high for us 
Unless we dine on tip-toe. 
Crumbs fit such little mouths , 
Cherries suit robins; 
The eagle 's golden bre adfast 
Strangles them. 
God keeps his oath to sparrows , 
Who of little love 
Know how to starve!l97 
To moderns , Emily's poetic form is f ai rly 
conventional as contrasted with late r disjointed out-
rages committed in the name of free-verse. But to the 
critical eye of her contemporar y , Colonel Higginson, 
her irregularities were apparent and an outstanding 
feature of her verse. In commenting on one of her 
197 
Ibid . p. 26 
poems , he said , "Here was already manifest that defiance 
of form, never through carelessness, and never precisely 
from whim, which so marked her. 11 198 
Emily wrote in r e ply to the criticism that 
:H iggins on ventured , 11You think my gai t 'spasmodic' .. 
I am in danger , sir. You think me 'uncontrolled'. I 
have no tribunal .. "l99 Higginson tried to lead Emily 
i n the direction of traditional rul es but in reply 
to these attempts , she wrote , " I had no monarch in my 
life , and cannot rule myself; and wben I try to 
organize my little force explodes and leaves me bs.re 
and charred. I think you call me 1wayward 111 .200 
Her "waywardness" lay in the direction of taking 
libert ies wi th grammar , synt ax and rhyme, substituting 
adjectives for nouns , 'b. divine, u201 ';Itself is all the 
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like it has 11 ;202 nouns for ad j ectives , 11How goblin it 
would be? 11 ;203 coining the unused forms of compar•ative 
degree, 11 infiniter care 11 , 204 "somet:b_ing passiver ~' 205 
11 contenteder to die" , 206 "suspense is hosteler than 
death 11 , 207 "It's liker so , it seems" ; 208 she spoke of 
"a dew",209 "a sleet 11 ,210 and Hhow many dew 11 ;211 she 
omitted auxiliary verbs , 11 The wind begun to rock 
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the grass". 212 Her erratic syntax omitted articles , 
prepositions , relative pronouns , and conjunctions . She 
left it up to the reader to su ply the mis sing words 
and to j oin the remaining pieces which occasionally 
constituted a challenge . 
In dealing with Tenet 2 of the Imagists , it must 
be remembered that ttere was no insistence upon the 
use of free-verse for the outer form of poetic work , 
but rather liberty was granted in thB choice of fo~m. 
Emily did not carry freedom of ve rse-form to an extreme 
but she established her own sys te m and her variation ~ 
~an fo r the most part in vio a tion of the aws of t_e 
grarnmar·an. When it seemed s i f t radition's law 
would tie her down, she broke the binding cords and 
soared out on the winE~ S of her own us o.<3e· , twisting . 
rhymes , adding extra syllables for the sake of freedom 
of expression, greater felicity of utterance . 
The next tenet of the Imagists put into type 
their exercise of freedom in another direction . The 
212 
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individual poet was given the right to choose his subjects. 
Tenet 3. 'l'o allow absolute freedom in the ch oice 
of subjects. It is not good art to write badly of 
aeroplanes and automobiles, nor is it necess arily 
bad art to writ e well about the past. We belie ve 
passiona tely in the arti s tic v alues of modern 
life , but we wish to point out that there is 
nothing so uninspiring nor so old- f ashioned as an 
aeroplane of the year 1911. 
Emily ran the gamut of themes in her poetry , 
touchinc matters as old as Elijah's wagon in the Bible 
and as new as the train t ha t s h e made into a monster and 
sent speeding on its t racks. She covered a range of 
moods from pixyish elfishness to rapture or despair and 
she imme rsed her work in emotion s s omber o r ecstatic. 
She faced adve rsity in love with a brave heart and r e-
oorded the blessings of courage. Onto her pages she 
poured the tears with which we pay for bliss. Brief 
fires of anger flared up. 
\·~ .. ~i!Lr"' 
She filed lists of~contrasting 
" ~motions that ever lived in heart of man. She put the 
quality of deceit into the shape of the fungus , mushroom, 
Which comes to maturity rapidly and is sudden to decay. 
The weather or passing comment on an event or on 
a person became ready topics for her writing ~ The birth 
of her brother's first son prompted this wisp of a poem 
sent to the bedside of the mother, affectionately called 
nsister Suen: 
Is it true, dear Sue? 
Are there two? 
I S L uldn't like to come 
For fe ar of joggling Himl 
If you could sbut Hi m up 
In a coffee cup; 
Or tie Him to a pin 
Till I got in, 
Or make Him fast 
T.o Pussy's fist, 
H -i St I Whl" "'t I 
- • "" • 213 I'd come! 
1L 
Upon hearing of the dee.th of Colone l Higginson's 
seven weeks' old daughter, Emily wrote to him: 
"A dimple in the tomb 
Makes that fero cious room 
A home .. tt 214 
The reading of a book, the hopping of a bird down the 
garden walk evoked a poetic passage. Often, her poems 
were pure descriptions~ 'l'hcy were often photographic 
presentations of sight experiences , or they were 
sense impressions recording sounds. She dressed her 
poems as easily in broadcloth as in royal satins , using 
the figure of the broom or of the diade m, playing marbles 
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or playing Crown. Some of her poems are the result of 
speculation. She watche d the caterpillar , the ' humming-
bird; she cradled flowers , Nature's b abies; she wrote 
music for the waltz of two butterflies; she thrilled 
to the chant of the b ee; sbe commented on the wa y i n 
which Natur e used her c olors; she esteemed the fore -
thought of the spider in making p l ans he carried ou t; she 
exper i enced t hunde rs t orms and t be moods of Nature . 
Her lifetime diversion was sett ing on paper the 
great range of the perceptions of h e r mind. Sha rp 
outburs t s f r om b er heart or a touch of wit accompanied 
her varied themes , the statement of her tender purpose 
i n li f e or the suppositions as to the n a ture of t he 
I 
~ealm of the great hereafter. Whether she divulged 
t h e whe n ce and t he whe r efore of a g itators and revolutions 
or whether she was bounding the boundless with words to 
imply its boundlessness , she was always aiming at, 
searching for, a n d finding truth. 
So, the comparison of Emily's work with these 
two rights of the Imag ~sts shows that sbe did not whol ly 
discard form in poetry , but that s he altered a few rules 
to meet her fancy, a practice that met the approval of 
tbe I ma g ists. Set t ing no boundary to the kind of 
subject-matter of her poetry, Emily's work before the 
time of the Imagists, made use of the same liberty in 
the me that they advocated. 

The largest fire ever known 
Occurs each afte rnoon , 
Discovered is wi t hout surprise, 
Proceeds without concern : 
Consumes, and n o report to men, 
An Occidental town, 
Rebuilt another morning ~ 
'l'o be again burned down ~ 2lb 
76 
Again the sun~as described with an animal-like spirit: 
Blazing in gold and quenching in purple, 
Leaping like leopards to the sky, 
Then at the f ee t of the old horizon 
Laying her spotted face , to die; 
Stooping· a s low as the kitchen window 
Touching the roof and tinting the barn, 
Ki ssing her bonnet to the meado~ ---
And the juggler of day i s gone! 17 
Each thunderstorm su~1oned forth the distinct image. 
One storm had temper and vengeance : 
216 
217 
218 
The 
The 
rl'he 
The 
'l'be 
cl oud s their backs together laid, 
north be gun to push, 
f orests galloped till they fell , 
lightning skipped like mice; 
thunder crumb l ed l ike a s tuff--. 
Ibid. p. 238 
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She contrived an ac curate simile for the behavior 
of her flowers at night and in the morning : 
As children bid the guest good-night, 
And then reluctant turn , 
rliy f l owers raise . the i r pretty lips , 
Then put their nightgowns on5 
As children caper when they wake , 
Mer ry that i t i s morn , 
My flowers from a hundred cr~~5 
Will peep , and prance again. 
Another example of her accurate use of metaphor is the 
poe m in whi ch the moon and sea are God and she : 
280 
281 
The moon is distant from the sea , 
And yet with amber hands 
She leads him, docile as a boy , 
Along appointed sands . 
He never misses a degree; 
Obedient to her eye , 
De comes j ust so far toward the town , 
Just s o far goe s away. 
Oh Signor , thine the amber hand, 
And mi ne the distant sea , --
Obedient to the least command 
Thine eyes impose on me 28l 
I b id. P • 1 02 
I bid . P• 1 43 
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She wrote hard and clear descriptive i mages free 
from encumbrance s : 
An everywhe re of P :. l ver , 
With ropes of sand 
To ke e p it from effac in§ 
The track called land.2 2 
There was a terse clarity in this des 6ription of t h e 
arbutus: 
Pink, small , and punctual, 
Aromati c , l ow , 
Covert in Apri l, 
Candid in N~ay , 
Dear to the moss, 
Known b y the knoll, 
Next to the robin 
In every human soulv 
Bold little beauty , 
Bede cked with thee , 
Nat~re.for~~2ars 
AntlqUlty . . 
She create d enduring, energeti c images of the morning 
and evening skies: 
A slash of Blue , a swee p of Grayl 
Some · Scar l et patche s on the way 
C QIJlp_osf; an e venin g sky l 
282 . 
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A little Purple slipped between, 
Some huby trousers hurried on, 
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A wave of Gold, a Bank of Day,- - · 
This j ust makes out the morning skyJ284 
The essence of gossip was clearly perceptible in this 
poem: 
The leaves , l i ke vvomen , interchange 
Sagacious confid ence; 
Somewhat of nods,· and somewhat of 
Portentous inference, 
The parties in both cases 
Enjoining secrecy,--
Inviole.b l e comg§.ct 
To notoriety.~85 
In one of her many poe ms with the sub je ct , death, Emily 
rendere d its mighty significance in two rigorQus 
stanzas: 
Departed to the judgment, 
A mighty af ternoon; 
Great clouds like ushers leaning, 
Creation looking on. 
The flesh surrendered , cancelled, 
fJ.'he bodiless begun; 
Two worlds, like audiences disperse 
And leave the soul a l one.286 
She made her depth of thought discern ible with the 
pressure of: 
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Expectation is contentment; 
Gain , satiety. 
But satiety, conviction 
Of necessity .. 
Of an austere trait in pleasure. 
Good, wi thout alarm, 
Is a too serene poss~~~ion-­
Danger deepens suns. 
102 
She expounded and fixed the nature and meaning of beauty: 
Beauty i s not caused,--it is; 
Chase it and it ceases, 
Chase it not and it abide s, 
Overtake the creases 
In the meadow when the wind 
Runs his fingers thro 1 it? 
Deity will see to it 
That you never do it?88 
These preceding examples show that Emily had in 
h er poetry the Imagists' requisites of hardness and 
c l earness.. Some pieces were light, e asily perceptible 
songs of the heart, others were pure description, and 
in others , the thought ran into deeper but, nevertheless, 
clear channels. For the most part, her style was 
lucid; h er expression, free from blurry or muddy effects. 
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The l ast brief tenet of the Imagists was: 
Tenet 6. F inally most of us believe that 
Goncentration is of the very essence of poe try. 
Just a glance a t t h e size of Emily' s poems and 
see · t ~~ - the small space each poem occupies on the page--
one poem rarely filling a page and very often two and 
three to a page--indicate to thB reader that there was 
not a chance for great discursiveness . Much was put 
into little. It takes but a short time to read e~ch 
poem, but many of her poems were so packed with meaning 
and fo od for furthe r t hought that the imag ination of the 
reader is fired long after the reading. The re ing of 
them is the lighting of a sky-rocket that shoots upward 
and breaks into a shower of light. No t e the compactness 
of these line s wherein there was just a little said, 
but enough to set off the imagination: 
289 
F or each ecstatic instant 
We must an anguish pay 
In keen and qui vering ratio 
To the ecstasy. 
For each beloved hour 
Sharp pittances of years , 
Bitter contested f arthings 
And coffers heaped with tears.28~ 
Ibid. P• 19 
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She invented a simile for " suggestion ~ that might be 
. applied to the " thought " in her own poems: 
The thought beneath so slight a film 
Is more distinctly seen,~-
As laces just reve al the surge , 
Or mists the Ape ~nine.290 
She listed a sharp series of weighty contrasts: 
Defeat whets victory, they say; 
The reefs in old Gethsemane 
Endear the shore beyond 
' Tis beggars b anquets best define; 
'Tis thirsting vitalize s wine,--
Faith faints to understand .291 
and: 
Water is taught by thirst: 
Land, by the oceans passed: 
Transport, by throe; 
Peace , by its batt les told; 
Love, by memori~l mould; 
Birds, by the snow . 
With contrasts , again as drawstrings, she drew together 
the thought of this poem: 
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--
Who never wanted , --~addest joy 
Remains to him unknown; 
The banquet of abstemiousness 
Surpasses that of wine. 
Within its hope, though yet ungrasped 
Desire 's perfect goal, 
No nearer, lest reality 
Should disenthrall thy soul.293 
She condensed into an atom: 
l"orbidden fruit a flav_or has 
That l awful orchards mocks; 
How luscious lieS the pea within 
The pod that Duty lo cks-294 
She sent a volt of implication through: 
and: 
Parting is all we know of hesven , 
And a ll we need of hell.2 5 
Retrospection is prospect's.half, 
Sometimes a most more.296 · 
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She hit an economy of' words and a precision of thought: 
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Love i s ant erior to life, 
Posterior to death, 
Initial of creation, and 
The e xponent of breath.297 
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Like voll eys directed at their target came the words: 
A death-blow is a life-blow to some 
Who, till they died, did not a l ive become; 
Who, had t hey lived , had diBg, - but when 
They died , vitali ty begun.2 
She rectified the false common notion of t h e effect 
of time on trouble ·and then drew he r own brief conclusion: 
'11hey say that 11 time assuages , 11 --
Time never did assuage; 
An ac t ual suffering streng t hens , 
As sinews do, wi th age. 
Time is a test of trouble, 
But not a remedy. 
I f such it prove , it prove too 
There was no malady.299 
All her admir ation for nobility of character she 
consolidated into an intensified tribute: 
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That such have died enables us 
The tranquiller to die; 
That such have lived0 certificate For immortality.30 
She fixed her attention on Secur i ty: 
Whe n Etna basks and purrs, 
Naples is more afraid 
107 
Than wl~en she shows he r Garnet 11ooth; 
Sec~rity is loud.301 
~here wa s power within her small packets: 
That Love is all there is, 
Is all we know of Love; 
It is enough, the freight should be 
Proport ioned to the s roove.302 
So, Emily £ athered her forces, concentrated, wrote 
what she had to say, then stopped. She focused her 
attention wi th close mental ap lication so the t each 
poem stood, rid of a ll e y cept essential e l ement s but 
strengthened by its diminutive size. r:i.'hese impe tuous 
little pieces, charged wi t h e lectric p ower, exc i ted the 
imagination v,;i th a sudden~ ss and violence. r:L'hey were 
packets, immense in implication and stored wi t h vast 
truths. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
s m.n.:ARY 
A st atement of the tenet s of the Imagist poets 
has given tangible e vidence of t h e directed aims and 
purpose of that sch ool, a basis of reference for the 
derivat ion of a revolting spirit behind t hat school 
of poetry , and a bas is fo r compar i son of Emi l y Dickinson's 
spiri t and poetry. A study of a ll that Emi l y Dickinson 
had wri tten in her l etters and i n he r poetry an nota tions 
of her ideas or deals t hat bore relat ion to the ~urpose 
of Imagism made possibl e a shaping of her philoso hy 
and gave something su stantial for further study. Any 
statement of religious or phi losophical be l ief was 
athere d from i deas expressed in her poetry and l etter s & 
The stetement of her practice was made with justificat i on 
offered in the way of specific representative references 
to her poems giving compl ete and fair examples in her 
usage . When she consistently and repeatedl exhibited 
definite traits i n wri ting, they were stated as be i ng 
characteristic of her wdrk . 
Briefly , the Imagi st s aimed at t he us e of common 
l anguase and of the exact word , free dom of rhythm and 
of ch oice of ub j ect , presentat ion of images , hardness , 
109 
c l ari ty a nd concentration i n expression . They attld tnpu oU. 
to overcome the shortcomi ngs of traditions poetry, 
stripping off the superf l uous , discouraging mean i nt:, less 
imitation , and substituting exactness , fre edom, and 
evelopment of originality . 
A reas onable number of samples of Emily 
Dickinson's convictions were found to j ustify and support 
the opini:on of crJtics tbat she wa s a fo rerunner of 
Imagism i n spirit in view of the fact that she revolted 
against meaning l ess , misfit conventions of t h e past 
and she searched out the mean i ngful, and being e xac t ing 
in spirit, lived according to ber own i ndividua l stand ards 
of right and truth . Eer persona l rev,lt aga i nst empty 
cree s , formidable sermons , mere lip-service , and cold 
cant in religion ; admission of her own doubts and fears 
in defi ance of rel igious standards of her times; and 
the substi t ution of her own creed of sincerity, love , 
and worship through nature show a fundamenta l kinship 
be t ween her nature and the nature of the Imag ist schoo l. 
Eer persona l campaign against hypocrisy carried over 
into an aversion for the manners of society and a 
conse quen t wi thdrawal from contact ·with i ts meaning l ess 
existence in orde r that she mi ~ht live by h er own 
• 
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stend~rds of truth and beauty . Sincerity was the 
criterion which l ed her to oppose any artificiality or 
bookishness and with freedom in i~ea she labored against 
the stat ic monotony of society, using the reserves of 
depth an splendor in her own soul. She put into her 
poetry a spirit that contained the singular beauty of 
her distinct personality~ She refused to chain her free 
spirit to any dec orous , spiritless standards. Whethe r 
t e who l e United States shoul d l augh at her , her 
business was to sing and in her own manner. She never 
consciously copied another , but ma~e it her business to 
speak her truths candidly , unashamed. 
In comparing Emily Dickinson's practice with 
the sur:r;estions of the Imagi sts in their tenets, each 
poem or part of poem ~uoted from Emi l y Dickinson's work 
did not fulfill the requisites of one tenet to the 
exclusion of the others but was chosen because it stood 
as an outstanding example of accomplishment of the 
purpose indicated in that tenet . There we re several 
instances where one poem might readi l y be consi ered 
a direct hit of a ll the aims of the Imagists but different 
poems were selected to give variation to the study and 
to prove that the trend through out her work was what 
111 
was to be later known as Imasistic .. · From another view-
point, the tenets in practice were interlinked. For 
example, the u se of the e xact word (tene t 1 ) or exact 
word s in groups produced hardness . and c larity of effect 
(te net 5 ) or pa ck ed wi th m~aning , concentrated effect 
(tene t 6 ). In order to have conce n t ra t ion (tenet 6) 
in a poem, it was necessarily free from obstructions 
(tenet 5) of sup¥rtiUous words and written in simple 
direct language ( tenetl). For "the purp ose of a clear , 
straigntforward comparison , one t enet was studied at a 
time and as 2:iven e xemplification i n severel poems in 
order to establish a fact of pract ice in Emi l y Dickinson's 
work . The findings in her poe t ry rendered justification 
of the fact that she was called a forerunner of Imagism, 
for in addition to her spirit , her poetical practice as 
s ubstantiated in these findings warrants her a ran a s 
an e arly Imagist . For all but tenet 2, there were 
sufficient example s to verity in practical proof the 
statements of l jterary commentator s . Emily 's non-use 
of free verse did not expel her .from t he status of 
pre-cur sor of Imagism , for the use of new rhythms was not 
an oblig at i on o f that s chool but a liberty granted to 
those who chose to use it . She practi ced the use of 
112 
common language in her poetry, a directness of 
expression, household imagery; she was exacting in 
choice of words , adherin.rr strictly to meaning, but using 
those with charm and force; her choice of subject took 
the wide range of freedom of her fancy; her images were 
p l entiful and forceful; and her hardness, clearness and 
concentration were specialties of this particular 
artistic genius. 
With true Imagistic aversion to poetic ram lings 
and routine, Emily held a nub in: 
303 
To make routine a stimul us, 
Remember it can cease--
Capacity to terminate 
Is a ~pecific grace.303 
Ibid . p. 292 
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